
noa : now

i was born in israel in 1969. my roots stretch back to the ancient jewish
community in yemen. my grandparents moved to israel in the 1920s where my
parents were born. when i was two years old my parents moved to the bronx, new
york, where i ended up spending the first 16 years of my life. i returned to israel
alone, for love, at the age of 17.

i spent two years in the israeli military, singing for soldiers, then a year at
the 'rimon' school of music where i met gil dor. gil was teaching a few of my
courses, and he made an incredible impression on me as a musician and a human
being. we did one duet concert in 1990 in a festival in tel-aviv. it was one of the
most exciting nights of my life. gil dor and i have been working together ever since.

i started singing when i was three. my parents put me on a table with a
carrot in my hand as a microphone. i was writing songs at age seven, about god,
cockroaches, trees and love. i have been writing songs (the content of which
changes as i do...) and singing them ever since. i consider that an incredible
privilege.

my career together with gil dor has taken me through three international
albums, four israeli albums, hundreds of concerts throughout the world and
endless encounters with remarkable people. i have sung for the pope, bill clinton,
steven spielberg and yitzhak rabin to name a few, and been on stage with sting,
stevie wonder, carlos santana, quincy jones, sheryl crow, and so many other
amazingly talented people from all over the world. i consider that an incredible
privilege. (more about our special concert/recording history can be found on
noasmusic.com).

my strongest musical influences have been singer/songwriters like joni
mitchel, james taylor, leonard cohen and paul simon. i love poetry, especially
e.e. cummings and octavio paz. but i have taken material and inspiration from so
many places and people: i just try to keep my eyes and ears, and especially my
heart, wide open all the time.

on march 21st, 2001, i became a mother. my son ayehli was born on the
first day of spring, and from the moment i laid eyes on him my life has changed
dramatically and irrevocably. bearing, birthing and raising ayehli has been the most



challenging and beautiful experience of my life. i have been driven to every type of
extreme: love, pain, patience, fatigue, strength, renewal and love again and again. a
tornado of tenderness, worry, passion, compassion, and selflessness has
enveloped my life and swept me far far away. ayehli, cherokee for 'my other
wing', has taught me so much about myself and the world it is overwhelming.
being his mother is perhaps the greatest privilege of all.

the album 'now' was written "under the influence" of my pregnancy and
birth, and during the first year of ayehli's life. It is a journey that has transported
me from wherever it was i used to be (that place is fading fast...) to where i am
now: a small island of hope in a vast sea of uncertainty.

'now' was produced by my long-time collaborator and partner gil dor, and
by the one and only yoad nevo who has previously worked with artists like ronan
keating, sophie ellis-bextor and the sugababes. they both arranged, played and
programmed an array of instruments between them. i am in awe of the work they
have done. we were also lucky to have fantastic guest performances by lokua
kanza, rita marcotulli and mira awad, and so many fine fine contributions by
the talented musicians who contributed to this album: the incredible zohar fresco
on percussion, adi renert on keys and piano, jean paul zimbris on drums,
hagar ben-ari, eli magen and wiro mahieu on bass, amir shahasar on flute,
uri miles on accordion and flute, dudu carmel on oboe, dalit segal on french
horn and the udi harpaz string ensemble conducted and arranged by ilan
mochiach. all of these people have made 'now' an unforgettable experience for
me, and i thank them with all of my heart.
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